### Description
main/tracking/course_log_resources.php (the tracking tab with the 3 little cubes inside the tracking of a course) is not showing anything anymore...

### Associated revisions
**Revision bb458441 - 26/01/2016 12:36 - Yannick Warnier**
Fix issue in course resources tracking SQL query asking for session_id = 0 where table has been changed to use NULL value - refs #8068

### History
**#1 - 26/01/2016 12:37 - Yannick Warnier**
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Fixed by [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/bb4584413f5ec958ad4af08fbd06100b8133462](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/bb4584413f5ec958ad4af08fbd06100b8133462)